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We study a model of interleaving concurrency for higherorder functional programs with algebraic eects, which can function as a
basis for notions of behavioural equivalence of eectful programs within
concurrent processes. Using the category of relations to describe nondeterministic functions, we model runs of programs using trace semantics.
These traces have actions describing possible program-environment interactions. The functor of traces forms both a monad and a comonad in
the category of relations, allowing us to describe programs as both active
computations and passive background processes.
We adapt traditional concurrent interleaving semantics for traces as an
operation in the category of relations, merging two traces into a set of
interwoven traces. These semantics give rise to a runner for the monad,
and in some cases form a monad-comonad interaction law. With this, we
can simulate an environment of concurrent background processes, and
describe the behaviour of a program within such an environment. This
runner for interleaving concurrency is readily composable with runners
for algebraic eects, allowing us to describe a wide variety of dierent
concurrent eectful scenarios.
Abstract.
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Introduction

Programs are rarely run in isolation. They are executed in a specic environment,
using its resources and communicating to it. In the mean time, other programs
may be executed in the same environment. How do programs behave in such
circumstances where any line of communication with its environment may be
interfered with by other background processes? In this paper, we aim to develop a
model for describing the behaviour of higher-order functional eectful languages
with such interfering background processes.

Interleaving Algebraic Eects.

braic eects

We study in particular programs with

alge-

[23]. These express interactions with the environment in terms of

algebraic operations. Each operation is a line of communication with the environment, awaiting a response from the environment and containing a continuation
⋆
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for each possible response. Programs are denoted by combinations of nested

monad

operations, which form elements in a

of inductively generated trees [22].

stateful runners [29],
handling the operations [24]. This gives us a way

The evaluation of such programs can be modelled by
which consult a global state for

to nd the result of a program, dependent on the initial state of the environment.
These runners induce an algebraic theory of equations, relating trees when they
are resolved in the same way in each possible state of the environment.
Complications arise when multiple eectful programs run in parallel, since the
state of the environment may be changed in unpredictable ways. We investigate
such situations using

interleaving concurrency,

which has been widely studied

in dierent areas of computer science, including, but not limited to, labelled
transition systems [14], bisimulation [21], and Petri nets [6].
We can apply traditional interleaving semantics, as studied in

processes

[5,4] and

actor semantics

communication

[7], to our denotational trees. We work in

Rel (e.g. see [17]) and its subcategory of total relations
Rel+ , which allow us to express nondeterministic functions. In both categories,
the category of relations

traces describing the branches of
trace semantics [12,28]. These traces will consist of

we can transform our trees into collections of
the tree, following ideas from

a list of actions followed by either a result, or an exception. These exceptions are
only included if there are nullary operations in the signature of eect operations,
for instance an exception labelled

T,



for describing divergence.

The interleaving semantics gives a

merge operator [25] on the monad of traces

merging two traces into a set of merged traces. This merge function, called

the

parallel operator,

satises a variety of properties, like symmetry and asso-

ciativity. It gives a binatural transformation if either there are no errors, or we
limit ourselves to

Rel+ .

The parallel operator is however not preserved over

program composition, which is necessary for the specication of a

program equivalence

congruent

for functional languages. In order to establish preservation

over program composition, we need to investigate a dierent perspective.

Congruent Program Equivalences.

Program equivalences for programming

languages are studied to answer the question: When can a program safely be
replaced by another, without it aecting the behaviour of the entire system? A
program equivalence is a relation on programs, which should provide a sucient
condition for guaranteeing this safe replacement. Program equivalences with
this feature are commonly called

Relators

congruences.

[16,27] are a common tool for dening notions of program equiva-

lence. They lift relations on return values to relations on denotations of programs
returning those values, following certain considerations of behaviour. They can
be used to dene a congruent notion of

applicative bisimilarity

[1] for eectful

programs, as seen in paper [15]. Motivated by these applications, we use stateful
runners to dene relators with the right properties. Particularly, we need such
relators to be preserved over program composition.
In order to recover preservation over program composition, we use a variant
semantics of the parallel operator using

strongly focussed parallel operators. This
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variant parallel operator nondeterministically chooses which program to focus
on, whereafter that chosen program

has

to perform the next step. If that chosen

program is done, the parallel operator is done, regardless of the state of the
program we are currently not focussing on.
This models the situation where one program takes the lead, and the second
program is considered as a background process, as part of the environment. To
accommodate this shift in perspective, we use the interesting fact that the monad
of traces

T also forms a comonad

in the category of relations, and comonads are

commonly used to model notions of environment [30]. This construction is similar
to the treatment of the exponential modality in linear logic as used in [8,9,20].

Contributions.

One of the main contributions of this paper is the discovery

T-residual
monad-comonad interaction laws [13] between T as a monad, and T as a comonad.
that the focussed parallel operator satises the equations required by

If we leave out exceptions, this operation forms an interaction law in

Rel.

Re-

gardless of the inclusion of exceptions, the operation induces a stateful runner
which we call the

parallel runner

in the category of total relations

Rel+ , where

the denotation of the second program is part of the state of the environment.
Combining the parallel runner with runners for modelling algebraic eects,
we get a runner for modelling eectful programs within environments of other
eectful programs running in the background. The parallel runner implements
a

program context

Run P during Q where Q
Q is not necessarily
evaluated after P is done.

with a background process, e.g.

is considered as being run in the background. Importantly,
evaluated completely, as it may continue to be

The big motivation for this perspective is that runners readily specify relators
with the right properties for inducing congruent notions of program equivalence
for functional languages such as the untyped lambda calculus, following results
from [15]. The nal contribution is the development of state-dependent instances
of such relators, which gives rise to a notion of equivalence dependent on the
initial state of the environment, and which moreover allows for ne-tuning what
aspects of the environment state are externally observable. Hence they are a
powerful tool for verifying safety of eectful programs that are evaluated in
parallel with other programs.

Paper Overview.

We assume the reader is familiar with basic concepts from

category theory, including but not limited to; natural transformations, monads
and monoidal products. In Section 2 we look at the category of relations, and
properties of tree monads used for modelling programs. In Section 3, we consider stateful runners on trees, and how to describe trees as collections of traces.
Then, in Section 4, we study a variation on the interleaving concurrent operation, as an operation in the category of relations. Combining the above, we can
construct runners for a variety of algebraic eects in concurrent environments,
and we study how they induce state-dependent relators in Section 5 suitable for
formulating program equivalences. We make some nal observations in Section 6.
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The Category of Total Relations

We will give a brief overview of some of the categorical concepts used in this
paper. We use the category of relations

Rel as a basis, which has as objects sets,

and as morphisms relations between them. The space of morphisms from

Y

is denoted by

elements from

X −○ Y ,

Y.

and contains relations

R

relating elements from

X
X

to
to

Such a relation can be given multiple representations:

1. a relation is a subset of

X ×Y.

This is used mainly in relational reasoning.

2. a relation is a set-theoretic function from

X

to the powerset

P(Y ),

called a

nondeterministic function. This is a common model for nondeterminism.
xRy

x to y , and R(x) for the set {y ∈ Y ∣ x R y} ∈
X is denoted as IX , where x IX x′ if x = x′ , and
relation composition as R; S , where x R; S z if there is a y such that x R y and
y S z . We write ι for the identity natural transformation, where ιX = IX .

We write

P(Y ).

R

to say

relates

The identity relation on

We focus on two important properties a relation can have, which are satised
by the identity relation, and preserved under composition.

 R ∶ X −○ Y

is

total

words, for any

 R ∶ X −○ Y
y=y

′

is

if for any

x ∈ X , R(x)

thin

. In other words, for

Rel
Y

as

X

and

Y.

there is a

y∈Y

such that

x R y.

In other

x ∈ X and y, y ′ ∈ Y , if x R y and x R y ′ ,
any x ∈ X , R(x) has at most on element.

if for any

Set-theoretic functions
between

x ∈ X,

is non-empty.

f ∶X →Y

can be represented by total and thin relations

Set the wide subcategory of

This makes the category of sets

of total and thin relations. We denote the set of total relations from

X −+ Y ,

then

and consider the wide subcategory of

Moreover,

Rel, Rel+

monad

and the non-empty powerset monad

X

to

Rel of total relations Rel+ .

are the Kleisli categories over respectively the powerset

P+ in Set.
× in Set can be lifted to a symmetric monoidal product in Rel, which sends sets X and Y to their Cartesian product X × Y ,
′
′
′
′
and relations R ∶ X −○ X and S ∶ Y −○ Y
to (R × S) ∶ X × Y −○ X × Y ,
′ ′
′
′
where (x, y) (R × S) (x , y ) if x R x and y S y . Since it preserves totality, it
also forms a symmetric monoidal product in Rel+ . We write γ for symmetry
γX,Y ∶ X ×Y −○ Y ×X , and α for associativity αX,Y,Z ∶ (X ×Y )×Z −○ X ×(Y ×X).

The category Rel has a dagger operation (−) which sends morphisms R ∶


X −○ Y to R ∶ Y −○ X dened as: y R x if and only if x R y . This satises the




 
properties (IX ) = IX , (R; S) = S ; R , and ((R) ) = R. The dagger operation
P,

The Cartesian product

does not preserve totality or thinness, hence does not exist in
We work in

Rel

and

Rel+ ,

do not need keep track of the powerset monad

P

when composing functions.

Instead, we need to check that the operations we dene are
Let
and cX

Set and Rel+ .

since it internalises the nondeterminism and we

natural.

1 be the singleton set {∗}. Consider two families of relations, dX ∶ X −○ 1
∶ X −○ X×X

ranging over a set

X , where x dX ∗ and x cX (y, z) if x = y = z .

Considered as functions, these respectively

delete

neither of the two are natural transformations in

and

copy

Rel.

elements. However,

Specically,

dX

is only
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Set and Rel+ , but not Rel, and cX
Set but not Rel and Rel+ .

is only natural on thin relations, hence natural in

Rel is particularly restrictive in what it allows as natural transformations,
Rel+ however does allow us to delete and
trim data. Though we will do most constructions in Rel, we shall keep track of
those structures which are natural in Rel+ . We call a transformation positively
So

since we can neither delete nor copy.

natural

if it is natural with respect to total relations. If a transformation is both

positively natural and total, it is a natural transformation in

2.1

Rel+ .

Trees as Monads and Comonads

We can dene inductive data structures using

containers

signatures

to describe

S is a pair (O, ar) given by a set O
ar ∶ O → Set associating an arity to each

of algebraic eect operations. A container
of operations together with a function

operation. We consider several examples of operations.






We can model printing a message
of arity

m on screen with an operation output(m)

1 = {∗}. Each separate message has a separate operation.

We can model reading an input from a user with an operation

input

whose

arity has all possible responses the user can make.
We can raise an exception or error using an operation

error(m)

of arity

We can model a choice (e.g. nondeterministic) with an operation of arity
Given a container

S,

denote programs using such programs with

0.
2.

S -trees.

Denition 1. Given a container S = (O, ar), the endofunctor in Rel of S -trees

sends a set X to the set of trees MS X inductively dened by:
 leaf(x) ∈ MS X for any x ∈ X .
 node(o)(c) for any o ∈ O and c ∶ ar(o) → MS X .

and it sends a relation R ∶ X −○ Y to MS (R) ∶ MS X −○ MS Y , dened as:
 leaf(x) MS (R) leaf(y) for any x ∈ X and y ∈ Y such that x R y .
 node(o)(c) MS (R) node(o)(d) for any o ∈ O, c ∶ ar(o) → MS X and d ∶ ar(o) →
MS Y , such that ∀i ∈ ar(o). c(i) MS (R) d(i).

MS X as an endofunctor in Set is actually the free monad over the functor
FS X = Σo∈O (X ar(o) ). Hence MS in Rel can be seen as a lifting of that free monad
to the Kleisli category of P , using a distributivity law of the free monad over P .
MS is a monad in Rel, since we can lift the monad structure from Set.
S
S
The unit transformation ηX ∶ X −○ MS X is dened as ηX (x) = {leaf(x)}, and the
S
S
multiplication relation µX ∶ MS MS X −○ MS X is inductively dened as µX (leaf(t)) =
S
{t} and µX (node(o)(c)) = {node(o)(e) ∈ MS X ∣ ∀i ∈ ar(o), e(i) ∈ µSX (c(i))}.
Both are natural transformations consisting solely of total and thin relations,
which reects the fact that they were lifted from the monad structure in

Set.
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Lemma 1. Suppose (M, η, µ) is a monad in Rel with the additional property
that for any relation R ∶ X −○ Y , (M (R)) = M (R ), then (M, η , µ ) is a
comonad in Rel.
Indeed,

MS

satises the property required in Lemma 1, so

(MS , (η S ) , (µS ) )

is a comonad. We give an alternative inductive denition for the comonadic
operations. Let




εSX ∶ MS X −○ X

and

S
δX
∶ MS X −○ MS MS X

be inductively dened as:

leaf(x)) = {x},
node(o)(c)) = ∅.
S
leaf(x)) = {leaf(leaf(x))}, and δX
(node(o)(c)) = {leaf(node(o)(c))} ∪
S
{node(o)(d) ∣ ∀i ∈ ar(o). c(i) δX d(i)}.

εSX (
S
δX
(

S
and εX (

S 
S
Lemma 2. εSX = (ηX
) and δX
= (µSX ) , hence (MS , εS , δ S ) is a comonad.

Rel+ and Set, though it
Rel. On the other hand, δ is not thin, hence it is
not an operation in Set, though it is a natural transformation in both Rel and
Rel+ . Let us look at some additional properties which are satised:
Now,

ε

is not total, hence it is not an operation in

is a natural transformation in

Lemma 3. The following four equations hold:
 η S ; εS = ι,
2.2

δ S ; µS = ι(MS ),

µS ; εS = εS (εS ),

and ηS ; δ S = ηS (ηS ).

The Occasional Strength of Trees

Strength is an important property for monads when modelling programming languages. For example, it allows us to schedule the order of evaluation of programs.
To dene strength, consider the family of relations
over two set parameters




S
σX,Y
S
σX,Y

X

and

Y,

S
σX,Y
∶ X × MS Y −○ MS (X × Y )

dened inductively as:

(x, leaf(y)) = {leaf(x, y)}.
(x, node(o)(c)) = {node(o)(d) ∣ ∀i ∈ ar(o). d(i) ∈ σX,Y (x, c(i))}.

This is lifting the natural operation for strength of
to a family of total and thin relations in
not necessarily natural in

X,

Rel.

MS

as an endofunctor in

This family is natural in

Set,

Y,

but

due to previous observations related to copying

S = (O, ar) has an operation o ∈ O such that the
ar(o) has more than one element, then σS is able to copy X . If the signature
S = (O, ar) has an operation o ∈ O such that the set ar(o) = ∅, then σ S is able

and deleting. If the signature
set

to delete
1.
2.
3.

σS
σS
σS

X.

As a consequence, we have the following consequences:

Rel if and only if for each o ∈ O, ∣ar(o)∣ = 1.
Rel+ if and only if for each o ∈ O, ∣ar(o)∣ ≤ 1.
is natural in Set, regardless of the signature.
is natural in

is natural in

Because of the above, we consider the following subclass of tree monads:

Denition 2. Given sets A and E , which we respectively call actions and exceptions, we dene the monad of (A,E )-traces as the monad of trees over the signature (A+E, ar), where ar(inl(a)) = {∗} for any a ∈ A (unary) and ar(inr(e)) = ∅
for any e ∈ E (nullary). We denote this monad as (TA,E , ηA,E , µA,E ).
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e for node(inr(e))().
a t for node(inl(a))(t), and ⟨e⟩ or ◇
(a)t or ◯
[x] for leaf(x), hence using a dierent bracket type for each
of the three possible constructors of the monad. Given a set X , the set TA,E X
∗
∗
is isomorphic to A × (X + E), where A is the set of lists over A. For example,
the maybe monad can be given by T∅,{} . For any A and E , TA,E is a strong
monad in Rel+ , and for any A, TA,∅ is a strong monad and a comonad in Rel.
We may write

Lastly, we may write

Lemma 4. For any signature S , and sets X and Y ,
S
S
S
S
 (ηX
× ιY ); σX,Y
= ηX×Y
and (µSX × ιY ); σX,Y
= σMSS X,Y ; MS (σX,Y ); µX×Y .
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
 σX,Y ; εX×Y = εX × ιY and (δX × ιY ); σMS X,Y ; MS (σX,Y
) = σX,Y
; δX×Y
.
We leave out subscripts and superscripts when they are obvious from context.

3

Nondeterministic Stateful Trace Runners

We model the behaviour of eectful programs by resolving algebraic eect operations by consulting some environmental state. This is done by stateful runners
in the category of total relations

Rel+ .

We shall rst look at runners for trace

monads, whereafter we shall see how they can be extended to runners on tree
monads as well. Firstly, we look at runners in general, as they appear in [29,13].

Denition 3. Given a monoidal closed category with monads M and N , an

N -residual runner on M is given by an
θX ∶ M X × K → N (X × K) such that:
X ×K
M
×K 
ηX
MX × K

N
ηX×K

(
/ N (X × K)

θX

object K and a natural transformation

MMX × K
µM
X ×K

)
/ N (M X × K)N (θX/ N
N (X × K)

θM X

N



MX × K

θX

 µX×K
/ N (X × K)

M is a strong monad, then for each object K the
σ (with symmetry) forms an M -residual runner on M .

For instance, if
transformation

strength

Denition 4. Given sets A, E, A′ , E ′ , a trace runner from (A, E) to (A′ , E ′ ) is
a TA′ ,E ′ -residual runner on TA,E in Rel+ .
Lemma 5. Trace runners from (A, E) to (A′ , E ′ ) are in 1-to-1 correspondence

with triples consisting of a set K and two morphisms:
 a morphism A × K −+ TA′ ,E ′ K (or A × K −+ A′∗ × (K + E ′ )),
 a morphism E × K −+ TA′ ,E ′ 0 (or E × K −+ A′∗ × E ′ ).
Proof.

Given f ∶ A × K −+ TA′ ,E ′ K and g ∶ E × K −+ TA′ ,E ′ 0 we inductively dene
θX ∶ TA,E X × K −+ TA′ ,E ′ (X × K) as:
′
′
a (t), k) = (TA′ ,E ′ (λv.θX (t, v)); µA ,E )(f (a, k)),
θX ([x], k) = [x, k],
θX (◯
e , k) = TA′ ,E ′ ()(g(e, k)).
θX (◇
Vice versa, given θX ∶ TA,E X ×K −+ TA′ ,E ′ (X ×K), we dene f ∶ A×K −+ TA′ ,E ′ K
a [∗], k) using the isomorphism 1 × K ≃ K , and we dene g ∶
as λ(a, k).θ1 (◯
e , k) using the isomorphism 0 × K ≃ 0.
E × K −+ TA′ ,E ′ 0 as λ(e, k).θ0 (◇
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We call the morphisms from Lemma 5 the

Rel,

local functions

for the runner. In

a runner can never raise an error when resolving an action. This severely

restricts the examples we can model, and hence we focus on runners in

Rel+ .

Following the theory on runners [29], we can compose them in the following

θ from (A1 , E1 ) to (A2 , E2 ) on state space K1 , and a
(A2 , E2 ) from (A3 , E3 ) on state space K2 , we can compose
them into a trace runner θ ● ϕ from (A1 , E1 ) to (A3 , E3 ) on state space K1 × K2 ,
given by (θ ●ϕ)X = (θX ×ιK2 ); ϕX×K1 ∶ TA1 ,E1 X ×K1 ×K2 −+ TA3 ,E3 (X ×K1 ×K2 ),
using associativity of ×.

way. Given a trace runner
trace runner

3.1

ϕ

from

The Monad Morphism of Branches

Let us consider runners on trees as well.

Denition 5. Given a container S and sets A and E , a
(A, E) is a TA,E -residual runner on MS in Rel+ .

tree runner

from S to

We can use trace runners to dene runners on trees. This is done by dening

MS X , and collects all the branches of the tree.
S -actions as the set A(S) = {(o, i) ∣ o ∈ O, i ∈ ar(o)}, and
the set of S -errors as E(S) = {o ∈ O ∣ ar(o) = ∅}. The action (o, i) signies
the operation o being called, and the response i being given to the operation.
S
Consider the family of operations βX ∶ MS X −○ TA(S),E(S) X , dened by
an operation which takes a tree

We dene the set of

S
 βX
(leaf(x)) = {leaf(x)},
S
S
 βX
(node(o)(c)) = {(o, i)(t) ∣ i ∈ ar(o), t ∈ βX
(c(i))} if ar(o) is non-empty,
S
 βX (node(o)(c)) = {⟨o⟩} if ar(o) is empty.
If

S

has any arity with more than one element,

S
However, βX is both total and natural in

Rel+ .

S
βX

is not natural in

Rel.

Lemma 6. In Rel+ , β S forms a monad morphism from MS to TA(S),E(S) .
As a direct consequence, we can transform a trace runner from

to

(A′ , E ′ ),

3.2

to a tree runner from

S

to

(A′ , E ′ ).

(A(S), E(S))

Examples

We consider some examples using the maybe monad
In each case, we specify the signature

S,

T∅,{} = (−) as residual.
TA(S),E(S) by

and dene the runner on

specifying its local functions (see Lemma 5).

Example 1.

Consider a set of messages M , and for each m ∈ M an output operoutput(m) of arity 1. In this case, A(S) = {(output(m), ∗) ∣ m ∈ M } ≃ M
and E(S) = ∅. A simple trace runner to consider is one that records all the
∗
outputs in a single list. We take as state space K = M , and dene the runner
∗
∗
with the local function f ∶ M × M −+ (M ) using append f (m, τ ) = {m ∶ τ }.
ation
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Example 2.
giving us

Consider a signature with a single input operation

A(S) = {(input, m) ∣ m ∈ M } ≃ M

E(S) = ∅.

and

9

input of arity M ,

The runner consults

some oracle of inputs, and veries that the right response is made. As state space,
we use
where:

M N , and the runner is given by the local function f ∶ M × M N −+ (M N )
f (m, s) = {λn.s(n + 1)} if s(0) = m, and {} otherwise.

Example 3.

M by taking as opm ∈ M an operation update(m) of arity 1, and an operation lookup of arity M . We simplify A(S) = {m!, m? ∣ m ∈ M } where
m! = (update(m), ∗) and m? = (lookup, m). We dene a runner over state
space M with the local function f ∶ A(S) × M −+ M where: f (m!, n) = {m}, and
f (m?, n) = {n} if m = n, otherwise {}.
We model global store over some global state

erations: for each

Example 4.
actions

or of arity 2 = {0, 1}, hence our
2. Suppose or models some unbalanced nonde-

Consider a single choice operation

A(S)

are in bijection to

terministic choice, where the right choice only happens when some fee is paid,
whereas the left choice is free. As state space we take

N,

which tells us how

many times we can pay the fee, and dene the runner with the local function

f ∶ 2 × N −+ N

4

where

f (0, n) = {n}, f (1, 0) = {}

and

f (1, n + 1) = {n}.

Interleaving Concurrency

Having established our main way of modelling eect behaviour in terms of runners, we now start looking at interleaving concurrency. We study a variation
on the standard interleaving semantics, and use it to formulate a trace runners.
This variation is necessary to ensure that the right properties hold, especially
the unit equation for trace runners.

Denition 6. The interleaving concurrency operations are three mutually in-

ductive families of operations P, L, R ∶ TX × TY −○ T(X × Y ) where:
1. P(l, r) = L(l, r) ∪ R(l, r).
2. L([x], r) = [x, ε(r)].
a l, r) = ◯
a P(l, r).
3. L(◯
We call

L

lel operator.

the

e , r) = ◇
e.
4. L(◇

5. R(l, r) = T(γ)(L(r, l)).

left-focussed parallel operator, and R the right-focussed paral-

The main dierence between the above semantics and traditional

interleaving semantics (as e.g. in process algebra [4]) is in the treatment of the
termination case. Here,

L([x], r)

nates as well (is a leaf ). If not,
taken to be

σX,Y (x, r).

will only give a result if

L([x], r) = ∅.

r

immediately termi-

More traditionally,

L([x], r)

is

Despite this, we do have the following result:

Lemma 7. The following equation holds: P([x], r) = σ(x, r).
As a direct consequence, the map

P does not change if we change the denition of
L to give L([x], r) = σ(x, r) instead of L([x], r) = [x, ε(r)]. We keep the formulation from Denition 7 for the following two reasons: 1) The left parallel operator
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has a richer structure which allow us to formulate trace runners, and 2) this

gives less duplicate results which makes it less cumbersome in formalisation efforts (less cases in set equality proofs). We make the following observations.

 P is total, L and R are not total if there is at least one action or exception.
 P, L and R are positively natural over X and Y , hence P is natural in Rel+ .
 If E is empty, then P, L and R are natural in Rel.
Lemma 8. P is associative and symmetric, as it satises the equations:




4.1

 P; T(γ) = γ; P.
 L; T(γ) = γ; R.
 R; T(γ) = γ; L.

(P × ι); P; T(α) = α; (ι × P); P,
(L × ι); L; T(α) = α; (ι × P); L,
(R × ι); L; T(α) = α; (ι × L); R,
(P × ι); R; T(α) = α; (ι × R); R.

Monadic and Comonadic Properties

We will study how the interleaving transformations interact with both the monad
and comonad structure of our monad

T.

First of all, consider the following.

Lemma 9. The following equation and point-wise inclusion hold:
X ×Y

η×η

TTX × TTY

X ×Y

○

TX × TY

○ T(X
P

○η

µ×µ

×Y)

P
○ T( TX

TP

○ TT(X

∣⋂

○

TX × TY

○ T(X

P

T is a monoidal monad in Rel+

This shows that

× TY )

in a

lax

×Y)

○

µ

×Y)

sense. In relation to the

comonad structure however, there is a stronger result.

Lemma 10. The following two equations hold:
TX × TY

P
○ T(X

ε×ε ○

X ×Y

T

TX × TY

×Y)

○ε

δ×δ ○

X ×Y

We could call

T

TTX × TTY

○ T(X

P
○ T( TX
P

× TY )

a monoidal comonad, though note that

is only a monoidal comonad in

×Y)

○δ
○ TT(X × Y
TP

ε

)

is not total. Hence

Rel and only when E = ∅. Last but not least,

we present equations which mix the monad and comonad structures.

Lemma 11. The following two equations hold:
ι×ε○ X ×Y

X × TY

○
η×ιTX × TY

Proof (Notes).

X × TTY
ι×δTT
○

X ×Y
η

○
○ T(X ×Y
L

)

TTX × TY

○
µ×ι TX × TY

L
○ T(TX × TY

L

)

TL

○ TT(X ×Y
µ
○
○ T(X ×Y

)

)

The second equation can be shown by mutual induction with

P(µ(d), r) = µ(TL(P(d, δ(r)))), 4a. R(µ(d), r) ⊆ µ(TL(P(d, δ(r)))),
P(µ(d), r) ⊇ µ(TL(R(d, δ(r)))). Property 3 can be directly shown using

properties: 3.
and 4b.

the other three properties, whereas those other properties can be proven by case
analysis on the trace they focus on, using the induction hypothesis on property 3.

Runners for Interleaving Algebraic Eects
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The above result shows a strict preservation over program composition, and
as a direct consequence, we can observe a connection to interaction laws [13].

Corollary 1. If E = ∅, then in the category of relations Rel, L forms a T-

residual monad-comonad interaction law between T and T.

4.2

The Parallel Runner

Following Lemma 11 and the theory developed in [13], we know that the following
construction gives us a trace runner.

Denition 7. For a set U and a trace monad T, the U -parallel runner is the

trace runner ρUX ∶ TX × TU −+ T(X × TU ) dened by ρUX = (ιTX × δU ); L.

This runner simulates running a program modelled by a set of traces from

TX in parallel with some background process modelled by a set of traces from
TU . This background process need not nish when the program nishes, and a
remainder of its trace may carry over to continuations of the program.
The parallel runner goes hand in hand with the left-focussed parallel transformation

L,

since the former is dened by the latter, and the latter can be

retrieved from the former:

L(l, r) = T(ι × ε)(ρ(l, r)).

Through Lemma 5, we can

nd the local denition of the parallel runner, given as follows:




The morphism
The morphism

A × K −+ TK , where K = TY , sends (a, r)
E × K −+ T0 sends (e, r) to ⟨e⟩.

to

(a)δU (r).

As a culmination of previous results, we can observe some extra properties.

Lemma 12. The following two equations hold, modulo associativity:
 (ρYX × ιTZ ); ρZX×TY ; T(ιX × γTY,TZ ) = (ιTX × γTY,TZ ); (ρZX × ιTY ); ρYX×TZ ,
×Z)
 (ρYX × ιTZ ); ρZX×TY ; T(ιX × PY,Z ) = (ιTX × PY,Z ); ρ(Y
.
X
Denition 8. The U -concurrent

completion of a trace runner θ from (A, E)
to (A′ , E ′ ) on state space K is the trace runner θ∣U from (A, E) to (A′ , E ′ ) on
state space TA,E U × K given by the composition (ρU ● θ).
We commonly take the

1-concurrent completion of a trace runner, since our

focus is on the program and not on the result of the background process. If we
want to study the background process instead, we would shift focus and use the
runner the other way around. Note that by Lemma 12, taking two concurrent
completions is similar to taking one. In other words, running in parallel with
two processes separately is, from the perspective of the program, the same as
running in parallel with the merger of the two processes together.

5

Stateful Relational Reasoning

Consider a tree runner from
trees over the signature

S.

S

to

(A, E).

This runner induces a relation on

In this section, we shall formulate such relations

dependent on the state of the environment, and look at examples of such relations
in scenarios of algebraic eects with concurrency.
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5.1

Relators

When one wants to study the behaviour of programs denoted by a monad

M , one

may need tools to relate them. Given some notion of relatedness on values as a
relation between two objects

X

and

Y , we want to dene a notion of relatedness
M X and M Y .

between programs that produce these values; a relation between

relator [16,27].
Denition 9. Given a monad M in Set, a relator Γ for M is a family of
functions {ΓX,Y }X,Y sending R ⊆ X × Y to ΓX,Y (R) ⊆ M X × M Y such that:
Identity: IM X ⊆ ΓX,X (IX ).
Composability: Γ (S); Γ (R) ⊆ Γ (S; R).
Order preservation: If R ⊆ S , then Γ (R) ⊆ Γ (S).
Naturality: For f ∶ X → Z and g ∶ Y → W , M (f )(a) Γ (R) M (g)(b) holds if
and only if a Γ ({(x, y) ∣ f (x) R g(y)}) b.
This can be done using a

The lifting of

M

to

Rel is an example of a relator, though the main examples

we study in this paper are not of that form. There are two properties we would
like a relator to satisfy in order for it to induce a congruent notion of equivalence.

Denition 10. A relator Γ on a monad M is monadic if:
M
Unit: If x R y then ηX
(x) Γ (R) ηYM (y).
M
Multiplication: If d Γ (Γ (R)) e then µM
X (d) Γ (R) µY (e).
We shall focus on relators on tree monads (which include trace monads).
In particular, the examples we have studied were formulated by runners to the
exception monad

Example 5.
relator

ΓV

T∅,E X ≃ X + E .

Specifying a subset

on

T∅,E

As such, we shall rst look at relators there.

V ⊆ E

of detectable errors, we can dene a

given by:

e ΓV (R) ◇
e, ◇
e ΓV (R) t for any t if e ∉ V .
◇

 [x] ΓV (R) [y] if x R y ,

A common sub-example is to take
the standard relator

Γ{}

E = {}

and

V = ∅,

in which case we get

on the maybe monad. This makes the



exception not

observable by the relator, which is useful in such cases where we model programs
with undecidable termination, and non-termination is marked by

.

To deal with nondeterminism, we use a relator from the literature (e.g. [15]).

Denition 11. We dene a monadic relator P+ on the monad P+ (−), where:
V P+ (R) W

if for any x ∈ V , there is a y ∈ W such that x R y.

P+ TA,E -residual runner on MS in
θX ∶ MS X × K → P+ TA,E (X × K).
We shall use this runner to dene a relator on MS . As base, we shall specify a
relator Γ on TA,E , and compose it with the relator P+ on P+ , creating a relator
P
P
on P+ TA,E which we denote by Γ + . In order for Γ + to be monadic, we need the
1
following distributivity property on Γ using a distributivity law d ∶ TP+ → P+ T:
A tree runner from

Set.

1

S

to

(A, E)

gives an

Hence it gives a natural transformation

A distributivity law satises some equations with respect to the monad structure,
as specied in [3].

Runners for Interleaving Algebraic Eects
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If

then
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dX (t) P+ (Γ (R)) dY (r).

Example 5 satises the distributivity property, and the proof of this necessarily uses the fact that

P+ X

does not include the empty set. The following relator

is dened using runners, and is monadic as we shall see in Lemma 13.

Denition 12. Suppose given a tree runner θ from S to (A, E) and a relator
Γ

on TA,E . The

global

a Γ θ (R) b

Example 6.



If
If

5.2

θ-relator Γ θ

∀k ∈ K. θX (a, k) Γ P+ (R × IK ) θY (b, k)

⇐⇒
A=∅

In case of

[x, u] ∈ θX (a, k),

is the relator on MS given by:

and

V ⊆ E , a ΓVθ (R) b

then there is a result

holds if for any

[y, u] ∈ θY (b, k)

k ∈ K,

such that

e ∈ θX (a, k) is a detectable exception e ∈ V , then ◇
e ∈ θY (b, k).
◇

x R y.

State Initialisations and Distinctions

The global relator is quite ne-grained, testing for any possible initial state, and
distinguishing between any two dierent nal states. We can improve on this,
formulating what constitutes as a good starting set of states, and a good relation
on nal states, such that we still get a relator. We do this in two steps: rstly
we need to establish what features of the state we deem observable. This entails
formulating a base relation on state which is preserved by runs over a program.
Secondly, we need to establish which states can occur in a particular situation.
In this subsection, we consider xed a tree runner
space

K

and a monadic relator

Distinguishing Final States.

Γ

on

TA,E .

We study

⇐⇒

from

S

to

(A, E)

with state

preorders on the state space K (reex-

ive and transitive relations). Given a preorder

a θ(R) b

θ

R ⊆ K×K , we dene θ(R) ⊆ K×K :

∀p ∈ TX. θX (p, a) Γ P+ (ιX × R) θX (p, b)

θ(R) is also a preorder, and we say R is preserved by runs if R ⊆ θ(R).
θ(R) is included in R, as can be observed by taking p = leaf(x) in
denition. If R ⊆ U , then θ(R) ⊆ θ(U).

The result

In general,
the

Denition 13. The θ-closure of a preorder R ⊆ K × K is the preorder Rθ ∶=

⋃{S ⊆ R ∣ S ⊆ θ(S)}.

This is the largest subrelation of R preserved by runs.

The canonical choice would be to take
relation on

K.

(K × K)θ ,

the

θ-closure of the maximal
K × K , remove any

More generally though, one would start with

pairs you would like to distinguish making sure the result stays a preorder, and
take the

θ-closure of whatever you have left. The identity relation is the smallest

preorder preserved by runs, and is the one used in Denition 12.
In some cases, the




If
If

θ
θ

θ-closure

can be more easily constructed.

Rθ = θ(R).
R = ⋂n∈N θn (R).

gives at most one result for each input (it is thin), then
gives a nite number of results for each input, then

For establishing stateful relations, we x one preorder
have no extra requirements, we take

(K × K)θ ,

θ

≺ preserved by runs. If we

the maximal option.
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Limiting Initial States.

It is a strong requirement to demand programs to be

related for any possible initial state, especially when considering concurrent programs. For instance, the behavioural equivalence for global store programs will
become as ne-grained as input/output programs if one can test it concurrently
with any possible other global store program (this second program can simulate
tests with its updates and lookups). Hence, for the verication of concurrent
programs, it is important to limit the possible states that can occur.

state world. Given a trace t ∈ TA,E X and an
e ⋗/ x
x ∈ X , we write t ⋗ x if x is a leaf of t. In other words, [x] ⋗ x, ◇
a t ⋗ x if and only if t ⋗ x. Let ↝ ⊆ K × K be the relation such that v ↝ w
and ◯
when ∃p ∈ MX, x ∈ X. θX (p, v) ⋗ (x, w). This is a preorder due to the unit and
multiplication properties of the runner. A state world is a subset W ⊆ K such
that v ∈ W ∧ v ↝ w Ô⇒ w ∈ W . In other words, it is a set closed under runs of
programs. For each s ∈ K , we dene the world [s] = {z ∈ K ∣ s ↝ z}.
We introduce the notion of

element

Example 7.

Considering Example 4, with as global state

N

the number of fees

that can be paid, which determines how many possible results we may get. In
this case, the

θ-closure

of

N×N

is the standard ordering

number gives more possible results. The relation

↝

≤

on

N,

since a higher

is the relation

≥

since the

number can only go down, hence state worlds are down-closed subsets of
We x a tree runner

θ

and a preorder

≺

N.

preserved by runs.

Denition 14. We dene the following relators on MS :
 for each s ∈ K a relator Γ s where: a Γ s (R) b if θ(a, s) Γ P+ (R×≺) θ(b, s).
 for each subset W ⊆ K , a relator Γ W where: a Γ W (R) b if ∀s ∈ W , a Γ s (R) b.
Lemma 13. Given a state world W ⊆ K and a state s ∈ W :
 x R y implies η(x) Γ W (R) η(y), which implies η(x) Γ s (R) η(y).
 d Γ s (Γ W (R)) e ⇒ µ(d) Γ s (R) µ(e), d Γ W (Γ W (R)) e ⇒ µ(d) Γ W (R) µ(e).

Proof.

d Γ s (Γ W (R)) e, we know that for any t ∈ θ(d, s) there is an r ∈
θ(e, s) such that t Γ (Γ W (R)× ≺) r. Consider the sub-relation ≺W ∶= (≺)∩(W ×W )
W
of ≺, then t Γ (Γ
(R)× ≺W ) r since any state in a leaf of t and r are in W .
W
We prove: If (a, u) Γ
(R)× ≺W (b, v), then θ(a, u) Γ P+ (R × ≺) θ(b, v). SupW
pose (a, u) Γ
(R)× ≺W (b, v), then a Γ W (R) b, and u ≺W v , hence 1) u ≺ v
P
and 2) v ∈ W . By the former, θ(a, u) Γ + (IX × ≺) θ(a, v), since ≺ is preserved by
P+
runs. By the latter, θ(a, v) Γ
(R× ≺) θ(b, v), since a Γ W (R) b. So by the relator
P+
P
properties on Γ
, and transitivity on ≺, we get that θ(a, u) Γ + (R × ≺) θ(b, v).
P+
P+
By naturality, P+ T(θ)(θ(d, s)) Γ
(Γ (R× ≺)) P+ T(θ)(θ(e, s)), hence due to
P
the multiplication property on P+ Γ = Γ + and the multiplication property for
s
runners, θ(µd, s) P+ (Γ (R× ≺)) θ(µe, s). Hence µd Γ (R) µe.
Given

We conclude that for any state world

W ⊆ S, Γ W

is monadic.

Runners for Interleaving Algebraic Eects
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Algebraic Concurrent Theories

X , we can dene for each state world W ⊆ S the stateful
approximation ≤W ⊆ MX × MX as Γ W (ιX ), and stateful equivalence ≡W ⊆ MX × MX

Taking a set of variables
as

a ≡W b ⇐⇒ a ≤W b ∧ b ≤W a.

Both these relations are preorders. The fact

substitutive :
Corollary 2. Given a state world W ⊆ K , a ≤W b and f, g ∶ X → TX s.t.
∀x ∈ X. f (x) ≤W g(x), then µSX (M(f )(a)) ≤W µSX (M(g)(b)). Similarly for ≡W .

that the relator is monadic consequently means these relations are

Hence, the relators give rise to proper algebraic theories. The above results
hold for any tree runner, including those implementing concurrency. Hence the
relators give a notion of equivalence for eectful programs within concurrent
environments containing other programs. We look at some concrete examples of
such situations, and how this concurrency aects the stateful equivalences.

Example 8 (Printing with interference). Consider Example 1 of programs printing messages to an environment. Suppose some background process is printing
messages at unpredictable times. We describe this with the runner

ϕ,

dening it

1-concurrent completion θ∣1 of the runner θ from Example 1. This has
∗
∗
∗
as state space T1 × M ≃ M × M , containing the background process together

to be the

with a history of printed messages. We want to distinguish between dierent
histories, but not necessarily between dierent states of the background process. Hence we take as relation on state

≺ ∶= ((T1)2 × ιM ∗ )ϕ ,

the largest relation

preserved by runs which distinguishes dierent histories of printed messages.
Running a program in such an environment will intersperse the messages
of the program with messages from the background process. Suppose the back-

a ∈ M . We can model this with an inductively
a (t) ∈ U (approxima[∗] ∈ U and t ∈ U implies ◯
∗
tions of an innite sequence of prints). Note that U ×M is a state world, since it
ground process keeps printing

dened set

U ⊆ T1,

such that

contains its own continuations. The notion of equivalence for running programs
with this background process can be specied using the relator

Γ U ×M

∗

.

The algebraic theory resulting from this environment reects the fact that,
since

outputa could be scheduled after any output action, any outputa produced

by the program after the initial output can be ignored. So we have the equation:

outputb (outputa (leaf(x))) ≡U ×M ∗ outputb (leaf(x)).

Example 9 (Global Store). Consider Example 3 of the global store eect, where

{0, 1}, hence the lookup operation has
{0, 1}, and we have two update operations. Let t ∈ MS X be the tree
update0 (lookup(0 ↦ , 1 ↦ leaf(x))), which gives the set of branches β(t) =
{(0!)(0?)⟨⟩, (0!)(1?)[x]} ⊆ TX . If t is run on its own with any initial state
i ∈ {0, 1}, it must eventually yield the error message , since 0 is saved to and
for simplicity we take as memory space
arity

subsequently read from the global memory. Hence, under standard global store
semantics (implemented with the runner from Example 3), it holds that
However, suppose

t

t ≡ .

is run in an environment with a backup process which

(0!)(1!)(1?)[x, r′ ] ∈
ρ(t, r), which under global store semantics will yield, for any initial state i ∈
{0, 1}, a result (x, r′ ) with nal state 1. Hence, in this environment, t ≡/ .

updates the global store to

1,

e.g.

r = (1!)(r′ ) ∈ TY .

Then

16
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Conclusions

We have formulated an operation for interleaving concurrency satisfying the
unit and multiplication equations for residual monad-comonad interaction laws
in the sense of [13]. This operation can be used in at least two ways. Firstly,
it can evaluate two programs concurrently, producing a process which returns
a pair of return values. Secondly, we can run one program concurrently with
another program, where this other program need only be evaluated partially.
This forms a runner [29], which produces a return value of the former program
and remainder of the latter program. Both together allow us to precisely schedule
concurrent interleavings of higher-order programs.
The sequences of communications between a program and its environment are
given by traces, which can be given a behavioural interpretation using stateful
runners; a categorical formulation of how to handle and resolve eect operations
in a state dependent manner. This can be implemented in practise using

Handlers

for algebraic eects [24,2]. One line of work for the future, is formulating a
congruent notion of applicative bisimilarity for concrete higher-order concurrent
languages, for example extending results from [15,26] for lambda-calculus style
languages, or from [18,19] for a continuation-passing style languages.
It is dicult to generalise the interleaving operation to the monad of trees
due to the lack of naturality of the strength operation for trees in any wide subcategory of

Rel containing multi-valued (non-thin) relations. This is a problem,

since the interleaving concurrency operation itself is multi-valued. By using the
category of total relations

Rel+ ,

we are still able to include nullary operations

in our monad of traces. This is important, since many situations necessitate the
use of exceptions; some eect examples need to exclude impossible sequences of
events like reading the wrong state, and in case of innite recursive processes we
may have to mark the end of an approximation.
Models for alternative forms of concurrency could potentially be implemented
by adapting the formalism of this paper. Firstly, we might want to run certain sequences of operations without being interrupted by other programs, for instance
by only giving one program access to the environment at a time. This could be
modelled by using lists of actions as our atomic actions. Secondly, we could look
at models closer to

true concurrency

[11]. For instance, some operations may

be executed at the exact same time, producing traces over some monoid of actions. Such a denotation would need to be endowed with appropriate notions of
behaviour for simultaneously executed operations, which could be implemented
by a runner. Lastly, concurrency itself could be described with algebraic eects,
following [10], which may be combined with the approach of this paper.
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